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There are four variants of the r controlled respectively with

the implementation of 100% c rt irrigation and two variants

with the supply of reduced irrir he same time as the optimal

variant with a rate of 60 and 1 e to determine the values of

the relationship "Water - Yielc as' presented in detail in the

methodologY.

4.Visibi|ityandpresentationoftheresu|tsobtained.

The presented dissertation is well structured, terminologY is us9!' and a list of used

abbreviations is presented for the 
"tt"ntiln 

of the reader. The total thesis is 142 pages

containing 6 sections and the resutts'are well viewed through 49 graphs and 46 tables' A

reference from specialized literary Sources is presented' which confirms the need to

study the response of lettuce to waier deficit. An EU-5 capacitive.sensor was used to

monitor soir moisture, which *", pr"uiousy carinrated for tfre experimentar conditions' A

detailed analysis of ift" soil and water trom tfre water sorrce was made' as well as a

characterization of the years in terms of precipitation'.temperature sum and air humidity

deficit, and the drought index *", ."rcriated" The obtained resurts are weil presented

"to Tfryto:s.ertation meets alt the requirements and criteria according to the Rules of

AU-Plovdiv.

5. Discussion of results and used literature'
The literature review refers to 226literary Sources, with a very sma|| part of them

presenting studies in gutgaria. This confirms tire relevance and necessity of conducting

the Presenfi'fot,ro"., 
achieved alt the goals 1F f tfiiled the tasks set in the

methodorogvsn'i";;'"er,ildsr;1."ffi ll$,::1**n:?#"5'li:%fi?::i'J:til3
ffi ffi ,:""#3:ffi ';i":l':J:xfi:1":?il':iEli'!x?i:i;
s obtained between the individuaivariants was determined'

Through linear and power equationr, tt't" parameters of the 'Water-Yield" dependence

have been established'
Thetota|valuesofevapotranspirationatall|evels

techniquesaredetermined,aswellasitsformation'The
confirms the need to inigate lettuce, as the share. of the ir

iriitation regimes. The iverage daily values and the, course
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icie nts of eva potra n spi ratio n a re. esta b I ished'

Useful relationships are derived, namely: between the leaf area index and yield;

between fresh/dry reaf mass and LA-r, as weil is in the rerationship between fresh and dry

leaf biomass. A detailed economic analysis is made, recommending that' in both

irrigation techniques, rettuce is found *r.r"'n maintaining an optimar water regime. The

phD student summarizes the ootainlo resurts in 13 c-oncrusions and 6 scientific and

scientific-applicable contributions'
All this is an indicator of the furfiilment of all educational criteria for the award of the

degree "Doctor".



6. Contributions of the dissertation work.
PhD student Nadia Hristova indicates 6 contributions, 4 of which are scientific and 2 of
applied importance. The most significant scientific and applied contributions are:

(drip and micro- sprinkling), on the productivity of lettuce,

7. Critical remarks and questions - NONE

8. Published articles and citations.
The PhD student has presented a total of 3 scientific publications, which are co-

authored and she is the first author. They are published in the Journal of Mountain
Agriculture on the Balkans, which is on the list of refereed publications of NACID.
Through these publications, Nadia Hristova collects 35 points, which covers the
scientometric indicators necessary for obtaining the educational degree "Doctor".

9. CONCLUSION:
Based on the various research methods learned and applied by the doctoral

student, the correctly performed experiments, the generalizations and conclusions made,
I believe that the presented dissertation meets the requirements of the LDASRB and the
Rules of the Agricultural University for its application, which gives me reason to evaluate
it POSITIVELY.

I allow myself to propose to the honorable Scientific Jury to also vote positively and
to award to Nadia Stoyanova Hristova the Educational and Scientific Degree "Doctot'' in
the the scientific specialty "Melioration". ,
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